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To all whom it may concern .'

of the vines, there being, preferably, at the
Be it known that I, GEORGE E. PIuToHARn, rear end of the slot 19, a de?ecting roller 20
a citizen of the United States, and a resi to depress the vines. Thus, as the vehicle
dent of Elizabeth City, in‘ the county of is drawn over the ground the vines will be
Pasquotank and State of North Carolina, guided to the longitudinal slot 19 by the
have invented a new and Improved Pea_~ members 18 and upon reaching the roller 20,
Thresher and Harvester, of which the fol will be de?ected downwardly.
lowing is a full, clear, and exact descrip ‘ My improved means for beating and

tion.
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‘

My present invention relates to a thresher

and harvester particularly adapted for har~

60

threshing the pea vines comprises a heater

designated generally by the numeral 21

_ includes a

and ’ 65

horizontal top bar 22, preferably

vesting peas and is of the type of machine, formed of strap metal, said top bar includ
an example of which forms the subject of ing top and bottom members, the bottom
United States Letters Patent No. 1,117,904, member 23 being spaced from the top mem~
granted to me November 17, 1914. _
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_

. her at the ends and united to said top mem

The prime object of the present invention ber at the center as at 24. A plurality of
is to improve threshers of the lndicated beating ?ngers 25 is secured to the cross
character, particularly with reference‘ to the bar 22 at the ends thereof and these are
simplicity and efficiency of the beating or preferably braced by a connecting member
threshing means and the actuating means 26 extending to each set of ?ngers.
therefor.
The invention will be particularly ex
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The beater is mounted to turn on a ver

tical axis so that the beating ?ngers 25 will
plained in the speci?c description follow-‘ be
given movement across the slot 19 there
25

Tteference is to be had to the accompany

by exerting a threshing action on the vines

before the latter reaches the de?ecting roller
20, and causing the peas to be threshed
tion in which similar reference‘ characters from the vines and thrown toward the sides
indicate corresponding parts 1n all the of the box 15. To turn the beater, the same
views.

ing drawings forming part of this speci?ca

is mounted on the lower end of a vertical
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a thresher shaft 27, the upper end of which turns in a
and harvester embodying my invention; bearing 28 on the underside of the top of
Fig. 2 is a transverse vertical section taken the box 15. To actuate the shaft 27, the
at the front of the machine; and Fig. 3 1s same is provided with a pinion 29 which
a fragmentary sectional plan view showing meshes with a gear ‘wheel 30 on a vertical
35 the gearing for driving the thresher.
_
shaft 31 having a bearing 32 011 the box 15
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In carrying out my invention in practice at the top, adjacent to the bearing 28. In
in accordance with the illustrated example, order to‘ drive the shaft 31 from the run

40)
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a suitable vehicle frame is provided pre ning wheels 12, said shaft 31 has keyed
senting side bars 10 having suitable draft thereon
a bevel pinion 33 which meshes with
devices including a tongue 11. The running av bevel pinion 34 on a horizontal shaft 35
wheels 12 turn on stub axles 13 on the side having bearings in the frame bars 10 of the
bars 10. The numeral 14 indicates means vehicle and extending laterally outside of
to adjust the height of the stub axles, said the said bars. Drive chains 36 extend about
means forming no part of the present in sprocket pinions 37 on the shaft 35 and
vention.
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about chain wheels 38 which are in fixed 100
The vehicle includes a box 15 supported relation to the running wheels 12. The
on the frame 10. The box may have braces sprocket 37 is a ratchet sprocket as in simi
16 extending from the frame bars 10 at the lar gears, to permit turning of the vehicle.
front to the underside of the box. A seat
By the described construction as the ve—
50 17 may be secured to the top of the box.
hicle is driven over a ?eld, it will be obvious 05
The forward end of the bottom of the that the described drive connection between

box 15 has forwardly projecting members the running wheels and the shaft 27 carry

18 at the center of the box, the same being ing the beater, will cause the said heater to
beveled and leading to a longitudinal slot turn
rapidly about its vertical axis and
55 19 in the bottom of the box for the passage
effectively thresh the peas from the vines.
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1,180,944
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A suitable housing 39 is provided to in
close the several gear wheels, as best shown

and means to revolve the said threshing
means.

3. A thresher lncludmg a vehicle havlng
7
Any suitable means may be provided‘ for a longitudinal vertical ‘slot extending rear
raking the peas rearwardly from the sides wardly therein. from the front end thereof
of the box 15 toward the rear end of the box,‘ for accommodating vines to be threshed, a

in Figs. 1 and 3.

there being indicated for the purpose arms

40 having forked rake heads 41, said arms
being mounted on the transverse driven
10 shaft 35. The said rakes are fully described
.in my patent above referred to.
Having thus described my invention I

.

beater mounted to revolve above the slot and

in an‘ approximately horizontal plane, said
beater having sets of separated depending

40

thresher ?ngers, and means to revolve said
beater and cause the respective sets of ?n
gers to cross said slot in rapid succession
cl'alm as new and desire to secure by Letters alternately in front of and in the rear of the
45
axis of rotation of the beater.
. Patent:
'15
4.
A
thresher
including
a
vehicle
having
1; A thresher including a vehicle formed
with a longitudinal vertical slot extending‘ a longitudinal vertical slot extending rear

rearwardly therein from the front end there wardly therein from the front end thereof
of for vaccommodating vines to be threshed, - for accommodating vines to be threshed, a
and ‘driventhreshing means on said vehicle beater directly above the slot, said beater

, v20

and mounted to revolve on a vertical axis

‘above the slot and having-a path of move
ment across the slot.‘

7

,

suspended at about the center of the bar, and
v‘with a longitudinal vertical slot extending means to drive said shaft.
In testimony whereof I have signed my
rearwardly therein from the front end there
of for accommodating vines to be threshed, name to this specification in the presence of
2. A thresher including a vehicle forme

a threshing means mounted to revolve on a

vertical axis above the slot and having‘ de
. pending thresher elements movable in acir

cular path across the. slot alternately in
front of and in the rear of the vertical axis,
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having a cross bar and'sets of thresher ?n
gers depending therefrom near each end, a
vertical shaft on which the said cross bar is

two subscribing witnesses.

GEORGE EDWARD PRITCHARD.

Witnesses:
MALIOHI M. Jones,
CHARLm W. WARD.

7 Copies of this patent may be obtained for v?ve cents each, by addressingthe “Commissioner of Patentl.
Washington, D. G."
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